Tempra AS has new owners!
An era is over and a new and exciting time begins.
Nordic Climate Group AB has acquired Tempra AS and we look forward to the journey
ahead, together with them. Nordic Climate Group AB currently consists of 34
refrigeration contractors. Tempra is the second refrigeration contractor in Norway to
join the group.
Nordic Climate Group was established in the spring of 2021 and consists of a nationwide
network of local refrigeration companies. In total, the group has a turnover of about SEK
1.5 billion and around 600 employees in Sweden and Norway.
All companies work with installations and service in the refrigeration and heating
industry with a focus on sustainability and energy efficiency. The companies take full
functional responsibility for all installations, including machines and maintenance
services.

By joining forces with Tempra, we get synergy effects both in terms of
technical solutions and deliveries, says Mats Åstrøm, CEO of Nordic
Climate Group. Tempra has significant professional knowledge and
competent employees who currently operate in the areas where the
Nordic Climate Group is active. This strengthens our opportunities to
help our customers with good, energy-efficient, and environmentally
friendly solutions in the Nordic region.

We look forward to being part of a much larger environment, both
technically and marketwise, says Øyvind Skulstad, General Manager of
Tempra. This will give us greater opportunities for large national
customers that we previously could not satisfy with the service
apparatus we had. At the same time, both me and the employees look
forward to exchanging expertise with the others in the group.
The Norwegian fish export is increasing every year and so does the
need for competent people to serve our container customers. With
Nordic Climate Group we become more capable, not only in Aalesund,
but all along the Norwegian coastline, says Harald Skulstad, now head
of the Container Department

Father and son, Harald and Øyvind Skulstad

We continue operations as before, with the same good employees. We will continue our
work to deliver cooling and heat-pump technology to our customers, with associated
services. The advantage now is that we become part of the Nordic region's most
powerful group in this area of expertise. Our address, contact information and VATnumber remains unchanged.
For any enquiries contact:

Øyvind Skulstad, oyvind@tempra.no +47 920 15 320
Harald Skulstad, harald@tempra.no +47 926 94 910
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